I STAY WITH YOU
Chicklit novel

Kris L. Jordan
Love and passion lead Luna and Lola to unexpected turns in
their personal life.

Synopsis
Luna and Lola are friends, but they are so different that it seems impossible. Lola is crazy,
never thinks what she says and lives the life no matter tomorrow. Luna, instead, is a calm
woman, focused on her work and who ponders each and every movement.
Marcos and Víctor are brothers, they are so close that they even undertake a business
together. They own a gymnasiums chain and the business goes so well, that they decide to
open a new one in Valencia.
Between Luna and Víctor there is something more than business, and between Marcos and
Lola a volcano ready to explode. The four of them curb their desires because of prejudices,
what people might say or the fear to risk and fail.
However, life can change any minute now and what is a calm existence without problems can
change in just an instant. After a crazy night, life changes for everyone.
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- Kris L. Jordan an author of romance and chick-lit novel with a great literary development.
Her novel Esto no es una cita was nominated as the best eBook of chick lit novel 2014.
In November, 2014 one of her stories, participating in the Concurso de Relatos de Novela
Romántica (Romance Novel Stories Contest), it was selected to take part in the anthology
“Sinfonías de Navidad”. She has published other novels such as Olvídate de mí; El precio del
amor; Hola mundo, soy Amber; Y, de pronto, llegaste tú. The author has much enacted her
work through the social networks.
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- I Stay With You is a chick-lit novel that includes (something unusual in this genre) two love
stories of two couples, as different as the personalities of the protagonists from the novel.
Luna, a secretary in Víctor’s gym, the owner of the gym together with Marcos, his brother,
who is Lola’s object of desire.
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- A novel which mixes romanticism with humor, eroticism and with the daily life problems
that a woman has to face. The narrator is omniscient and the novel is full of dialogues that
make the reading flowing. With a casual and fresh style, her literary models are authors such
as Connie Jett and Helen Fielding.
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- Relationships among them are not easy, Luna gets pregnant by Víctor and Marcos doesn’t
have anything to do with Lola since he wants to take advantage of his personal life to be
promoted. Not many chick-lit novels begin with the pregnancy of the protagonist, who used
to get pregnant at the end of the plot. The four main characters of the novel will live an
evolution that will allow the readers to identify themselves and get on well with them.

